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Key insights
Playing the generation game
In this edition of CommBank Retail Insights, we explore
the complex influences that lead different generations
of shoppers to behave in very different ways,
both in-store and online.
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Key Insights
Welcome to the latest edition of
CommBank Retail Insights, a wide-ranging
analysis of the Australian retail sector
and the emerging trends shaping the
industry’s future. In this edition, we take a
fresh look at the shopping behaviours and
preferences of different generations of
Australian consumers, with a focus on the
strategies retailers can use to drive sales
in-store and online as the market evolves.
Our latest survey shows confidence
holding steady, with 73% of retailers
expecting revenue growth over the next
12 months, including 39% who expect an
uplift of 6% or more. But looking beneath
those headline numbers, there are large
differences between retail categories
and segments, with fashion retailers and
smaller businesses still under pressure.
As in previous surveys, the most confident
businesses are those with multichannel
retail strategies, allowing them to tap
into the continuing growth in online and
mobile sales. Our research reveals much

of that future growth is likely to be driven
by older generations, with younger
shoppers seemingly approaching
saturation point online. And while mobile
and online sales are forecast to increase,
their rise may be slower than many
businesses expect, with the consumers
in our survey forecasting a much more
modest increase than retailers themselves.
Looking more broadly, our analysis of
generational behaviours presents a
complex picture. Each generation is far
from homogenous, and a consumers’ life
stage can interact with other influences
in interesting ways.
Yet overall, we found a clear division
between the generations under and over
50, with Gen X shopping in generally
similar ways to consumers from
Generations Y and Z. All three showed
a heightened preference for shopping
online, driven by convenience. Younger
shoppers were also more likely to be
attracted in-store by experiences —

whether a product launch, a customer
event or a celebrity experience.
Generations Y and Z in particular are likely
to seek out experiences that give them an
emotional link to a brand, buying almost
as a souvenir of their experience, rather
than as an end in itself.
In contrast, Baby Boomers and the
Pre-Boomer generation are more inclined
to shop in-store (at least for now), with
a greater need to physically compare
items. For them, it is the overall customer
experience that matters, rather than
specific experiences. Instead of seeking
out memorable events, they are more
likely to be attracted by helpful staff and
an easy checkout process. And while
they indulge in the same “showrooming”
behaviour as younger generations —
researching in-store before buying
online — they do so for different reasons,
looking to try before they buy, rather than
simply save money.

As always, we’d love to hear from you
about your own experiences in targeting
shoppers from different generations.
And if you’d like to learn more about how
you can put our insights into practice in
your own business, please get in touch
with our team of retail specialists.
Jerry Macey
National Manager, Retail Industry
Business and Private Banking
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

About CommBank Retail Insights
CommBank Retail Insights is an exclusive, wide-ranging analysis of the Australian retail sector. This edition is based on two surveys carried out by ACA Research on behalf
of the Commonwealth Bank:
•

An in-depth online survey of Australian
retailers in July 2017, involving 506 decision
makers from small, medium and large
retailers across Australia, with turnover
ranging from less than $1 million to over
$500 million. Results have been categorised
into four key retail sectors: Food & Liquor,
Clothing & Footwear, Homewares &
Hardware and Other Retail.

•

An online quantitative survey of 1,531 shoppers across Australia in July 2017, segmented by generation as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Gen Z, aged 16-21 years (223 participants).
Gen Y, aged 22–35 years (315 participants).
Gen X, aged 36–50 years (335 participants).
Baby Boomers, aged 51–70 years (330 participants).
Pre-Boomers, aged over 70 years (328 participants).

Consumer data has been weighted to ensure the results are nationally representative.
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Business confidence

H1

H2

2017

2017

Improve

34%

32%

Stay the same

46%

50%

Decline

20%

18%

TOP 5

Why shoppers buy online and in-store

In-store investment areas for retailers
Enhanced in-store lay-out
84%
Staff recruitment and training
71%

Online

In-store

Convenience

78%

66%

Price

63%

53%

Experience

53%

81%

Mobile payment options
61%

Business confidence by type

Average online and mobile sales

Back-office technology
61%
Pure play
online

Multichannel

Physical
stores only

Improve

32%

38%

17%

Stay the same

57%

43%

59%

Decline

11%

19%

24%

Channel preference by generation

In-store

None

Online

Gen Z

54%

23%

23%

Gen Y

48%

28%

24%

Gen X

51%

27%

22%

Baby Boomers

71%

22%

7%

Pre-Boomers

76%

19%

5%

In-store technology for shop assistants
59%

TOP 5

In-store priorities for customers
Better trained, more helpful assistants
91%

Online

Mobile

Now

25%

26% of online sales

Retailers’ forecast
in 12 months

31%

36%

Consumers’ forecast

28%

27%

(among multichannel retailers)

Digital sales growth by generation

Better in-store lay-out
89%
Information kiosks/devices for customers
73%
In-store technology for shop assistants
70%
Store-within-a-store
70%

Online

Mobile as a % of online sales

Gen Z

10%

6%

Gen Y

5%

3%

Gen X

11%

7%

Baby Boomers

10%

11%

Pre-Boomers

18%

4%
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State by state view

WA

SA and NT

QLD

NSW and ACT

VIC and TAS

Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months
H1 2017

H2 2017

H1 2017

H2 2017

H1 2017

H2 2017

H1 2017

H2 2017

H1 2017

H2 2017

Improve

25%

33%

26%

25%

39%

39%

30%

27%

41%

35%

Stay the same

43%

55%

48%

53%

47%

46%

50%

49%

43%

49%

Decline

32%

12%

26%

22%

14%

15%

20%

24%

16%

16%

Channel strategies
Consumer
channel
preferences

In-store: 61%

In-store: 51%

In-store: 65%

In-store: 56%

In-store: 60%

No preference: 24%

No preference: 28%

No preference: 24%

No preference: 25%

No preference: 23%

Online: 15%

Online: 21%

Online: 11%

Online: 19%

Online: 17%

Enhanced
in-store lay-out: 83%

Enhanced
in-store lay-out: 75%

Enhanced
in-store lay-out: 81%

Enhanced
in-store lay-out: 84%

Enhanced
in-store lay-out: 88%

Staff recruitment
and training: 69%

Staff recruitment
and training: 72%

Staff recruitment
and training: 69%

Staff recruitment
and training: 71%

Staff recruitment
and training: 73%

In-store technology for
shop assistants: 66%

Should be wider range of
mobile payment options: 58%

Should be wider range of
mobile payment options: 55%

Should be better
back office tech: 62%

In-store technology for
shop assistants: 66%

In-store consumer experience

Top 3 retailer
initiatives
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Channel strategy
From multichannel to omnichannel
As consumer behaviour evolves and purchasing journeys become
more complex, retailers are under pressure to build a genuine
omnichannel experience, or risk losing future sales.
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The evolution towards a truly omnichannel retail environment continues, driven by
changing consumer preferences and an intensely competitive market. Today, the majority
of consumers are multichannel shoppers, moving between physical, online and mobile
storefronts, often in the same purchasing journey.
Two in three consumers made at least one purchase online over the last three months,
with online sales now accounting for a growing share of transactions across a wide range
of categories — from health and beauty to motor vehicle accessories. Thirty-seven
percent of consumers now say they make more than one in four purchases online.
Both retailers and consumers also expect significant online and mobile sales growth in
the months ahead, although not to the same degree. According to retailers, online sales
are set to grow by 24% by volume over the next year, and mobile sales as a proportion
of online sales by 38% — which could mean online transactions will account for almost
one in three purchases by July 2018. But consumers are noticeably more conservative,
expecting online sales growth of just 9%.
Much of that growth is set to be driven by older generations of shoppers who are
beginning to embrace online and mobile platforms. Although the 22–35 year olds who
comprise Gen Y still make the highest proportion of online purchases (34%), it is the
Pre-Boomer generation aged 70-plus who expect to generate the fastest rate of online
sales growth over the year ahead (rising 18% from 12.4% to 14.6%), while more affluent
Baby Boomers expect to make around one in five purchases online. Similarly, the share
of online sales made on mobile devices is forecast to grow three times as quickly among
Baby Boomers over the next 12 months (up 11% from 14.6% to 16.2%) as among Gen Ys
(rising 3% from 37.8% to 39%).
That’s important, not only because it suggests online and mobile sales are likely to
become more ubiquitous, but also because of the higher incomes that older cohorts like
the Baby Boomers have at their disposal. With well heeled older Australians discovering
the benefits of shopping online, and digital natives gradually maturing and becoming
wealthier, we are likely to see online and mobile channels capture an increasing share of
retail spending.
In the meantime, the challenge for retailers is to create a consistent and satisfying
experience across channels, while managing the logistical complexities of fulfilling high
volume but still generally lower value digital sales.
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Consumers are increasingly multi-channel shoppers

Which of these retail categories did you purchase online or in-store in the past three months?

96%

82%

80%

94%

24%

31%

19%

54%

Food and
Liquor

Clothing and
Footwear

Homewares and
Hardware

Other
Retail

Food and
Liquor

Clothing and
Footwear

Homewares and
Hardware

Other
Retail

99% purchased in-store in the past 3 months
93%

67% purchased online in the past 3 months
15%

Groceries

73%

Liquor

72%

Value-based fashion

47%

13%
16%
19%

Mid-range fashion

25%

DIY, Hardware, Building
and Garden supplies

68%
45%

Household Appliances

45%

Homewares

85%

14%

High end fashion

Health and Beauty

5%
11%
9%
17%

Books, Gaming,
Music and Media

44%
38%
33%
31%

Recreation and
Leisure Goods
Consumer Electronics
and Computers
Motor Vehicle Parts
and Accesories

41%
12%
16%
10%
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Convenience
versus experience
While shoppers are increasingly happy to shop across multiple channels, that doesn’t
mean they regard them as interchangeable. Instead, our research suggests they still
perceive online and physical storefronts very differently, seeking different features and
benefits from each.
While price is important in attracting consumers online, with 45% of shoppers saying they
use online or mobile stores to get better prices or access special offers, convenience is
still the main reason customers choose digital channels. Whether it’s the freedom to shop
at a time and place of their own choosing, the ability to compare and access items from
outlets around the world, or the simplicity of direct delivery, online and mobile channels
offer a convenience that physical storefronts find hard to match.
The importance of convenience has not been lost on online retailers. When we asked
retailers with online sales which strategies they used to increase their conversion
rate, they were most likely to say they planned to improve product descriptions to aid
comparison (46%), optimise their check-out process (44%) or offer free delivery (41%).
Meanwhile, consumers are most likely to choose physical stores for experiential reasons
— either to see, touch and try items (57%) or simply because they prefer the experience
of shopping in person. However, once again there are some interesting differences across
generations and retail sectors. Overall, the need to physically compare items increases
with age, although there are exceptions. For example, Gen Z shoppers, while generally
keen users of online outlets, show a marked preference for buying clothing and footwear
in-store, with 48% saying they prefer the in-store experience.

Edition 5

Why consumers shop online
Better prices

45%

Promotions
and offers

45%

Can buy when
it suits me

41%

Want to avoid
crowds/queuing

35%

Easier to
compare items
Greater variety/
selection
Products not sold
in local area

78%

Convenience

63%
Price

33%
28%

53%

26%

Experience

Why consumers shop in-store
Want to see,
touch or try

57%

Prefer the
experience

42%

Easier to
compare
Don’t want to pay
for shipping

40%
35%

Easier to
return items

30%

Promotions
and offers

30%

Don’t want
to wait

28%

81%

Experience

66%

Convenience

53%
Price
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Research and
channel hopping
As consumers become increasingly accustomed to moving seamlessly between channels,
their purchasing journeys become more complex. Eighty-two per cent of consumers say
they research products before buying, with one in two doing research online —
13% by using a mobile while in-store.
More alarmingly for bricks and mortar retailers, 44% of shoppers say they sometimes
research in-store before buying online, with one in four saying they do so regularly. This
raises the obvious risk that a retailer’s physical store is doing nothing more than providing
a handy showroom for their online competitors, especially if they lack a well-integrated
omnichannel strategy to capture those later online sales.
Showrooming isn’t limited to large or expensive purchases. While retailers selling
recreational and leisure goods (43% of shoppers) and household appliances (41%) are
most likely to have shoppers who regularly showroom, it also affects retailers of car parts
(34%), homewares (32%) and even groceries (24%).
Reasons for “showrooming” differ between generations, with the Baby Boomers and
Pre-Boomers most likely to say they want to try before they buy — checking that
the product is fit for purpose — while younger generations are attracted by the cost
savings and convenience of online outlets. As a result, optimal strategies for persuading
showrooming shoppers to buy in-store also vary by generation. For example, Baby
Boomers and Pre Boomers are more likely to buy in store if the process is easy and they
have help from informed staff, while Generations Y and Z are attracted by a satisfying instore experiences and “buy it now” prices.

“Retailers can limit the impact of channel hopping by creating
a truly integrated omnichannel strategy that links their
physical store to their digital one — making it the natural
choice for showroomers when they are ready to purchase.
Additionally, generation specific strategies to capture the sale
in-store can help reduce the adverse effects of showrooming.”
Jerry Macey, National Manager, Retail Industry, Business and Private Banking, Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Edition 5

How shoppers research
Browse in-store by physically
touching / trying products

46%

Browse online at
home/work/commuting

44%

Looking through retailer
catalogues or marketing material
Talk to sales assistant in-store
Talking to friends and family and
asking for their feedback
Browse online while in-store
on their mobile device
Browse online while in-store using
technology provided by retailer
None of the above, they tend to know
what they want and where to buy it

30%

54%

Browse in-store/talk
to sales assistant

23%
19%

50%

13%

Browse online

6%
18%

Reasons for researching in-store but buying online
To check if the product
is fit for purpose

35%

I can get a better
price online

34%

I’m just not
ready to buy

33%

I want to do more
research online
It’s more convenient to buy
online at a time that suits
I’m buying the product as a gift so
easier to organise delivery online

25%
16%
8%

68%

Not yet ready
to purchase

34%

Get better prices

22%

Convenience
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Case study:
Creating a luxurious
customer experience
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Founded as a small family-run business in 1989, Anton has built an impressive reputation
as a luxury jewellery maker and Swiss watch destination. With one boutique in
Melbourne’s imposing Chadstone Shopping Centre and a second soon to open in nearby
Doncaster, Anton has been experiencing a major growth phase, doubling turnover in just
a few years. According to General Manager Sesil Arzadian, the business owes much of
its success to an improved in-store experience, combined with a marketing strategy that
targets high value customers across generations.

Building the brand online and on the ground

While many of Anton’s clients are affluent older shoppers, the business has also been
increasingly successful at reaching the smaller segment of younger consumers willing
to spend on quality. Anton has a strong digital presence, using Facebook and Instagram
to “sell the dream of luxury”, according to Arzadian. “Social media can be a really strong
platform, an inspiration board,” she says. “When done correctly, it really builds awareness
of your brand – we’ve had lots of inquiries that have converted to sales from social
media.”
Anton also holds regular in-store events to drive traffic – some hosted by celebrities to
attract a younger demographic, others targeted to a more mature clientele. Ranging
from small brunches to an annual sit-down dinner for their top 100 customers, they also
include events like whisky tastings to appeal to men as well as women.
Arzadian says, “We don’t believe in just waiting for customers to walk in. We host high
teas and dinner parties for our clients and they love it – they bring in a group of friends
when they buy an engagement ring and it becomes a celebration. We’re regularly
creating opportunities through in-store exhibitions and collection launches.”
“We just did one a couple of weeks ago, and we had a total of over 300 guests come to
the event. It was phenomenal. The success was incredible. We generated a huge sales
revenue from that one event,” says Arzadian
Arzadian has also worked hard over the years to build up strong partnerships with local
bloggers, celebrities and businesswomen who are now ambassadors for Anton’s products
and brand. “It’s all about networking and building relationships with them so they
become part of the Anton family. That takes time and energy – but when they come to
our events or wear our products, it helps to increase our brand visibility.”

Transforming the in-store experience

The Anton team recognises that visiting a high-end boutique can be intimidating, so
they’ve worked hard to create an intimate and welcoming customer experience that still
creates a perception of luxury. “We’ve changed the concept of the way people shop,”
Arzadian says.
“We’ve been able to create an experience for our clients in the boutique which takes away
the discomfort of serving a customer over the counter. That’s by sitting with them on a
couch, preferably on the same side, so you’re not giving them the idea of being the sales
consultant but more like a friend or acquaintance they can trust.”
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To make that possible, Anton recently moved to a new boutique with a footprint around
two-and-a-half times their previous location, while actually reducing retail floor space.
Instead, they invested in creating intimate spaces like VIP suites and an open bar where
customers can sit and consider their options in comfort over a glass of champagne or a
cup of coffee.
Arzadian says optimising the in-store experience is all about getting the details right —
even down to the scent used in the boutique. “Everything is designed and built around
the customer’s comfort,” she says. “For example, our signature Anton scent keeps the
environment very fresh and vibrant – so customers absolutely love it.”

Investing in exceptional staff

Arzadian says the other essential for a high-quality experience is recruiting and training
exceptional staff.
“As we grew, our recruitment process had to change – we started looking for people who
had experience in luxury and hospitality,” she says. “We’re spending more money than
we ever have on bigger premises where we can house these types of experiences, so we
need the right people on the floor.”
This new approach to recruitment has been supported by a renewed focus on training
and professional development.
“It’s up to our team to actually recognise what the client would like and how to create the
right experience,” she says. “Some clients are in a hurry – so they have to know exactly
what is available within their price range. But for a different client, our staff might take on
a teaching role, in helping them understand the different diamonds.”
Such a high level of hands-on customer engagement often transforms a single sale into
multiple ones, with staff identifying opportunities to cross-sell to different members or
even generations within the same family.
“Customers come in looking for a diamond ring, husband and wife for example, they
want to celebrate a significant milestone in their lives. You have the opportunity to
introduce the male, who is coming in to buy his wife a 25th wedding anniversary
diamond, into an exceptional Swiss watch. Then you’ve actually generated a second sale
to a gentleman, who had no intention of walking in and buying a watch, and vice versa
with the jewellery.”
Her advice to other retailers seeking to drive sales is simple: focus on the customer
experience. “There’s so many avenues to make that experience amazing. At the end of
the day, providing them with a quality product with genuine value and an experience they
can’t get anywhere else, that’s the secret.”
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Shopping across
the generations
Who’s buying where, and why
While life stage is a key influence on buying decisions, different
groups of shoppers in each generation act in very different ways.
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When life
stage meets
shopping
personality
Age and life-stage are clearly key influences in
consumers’ channel preferences and buying
decisions. Yet that doesn’t mean every member
of each generation is identical, or that they
always behave in predictable and stereotypical
ways.

Edition 5

Behavioural segments
Researchers
•

Spend a lot of time
researching

•

Compare prices online

•

Visit multiple stores

•

Skew to female

Bargain Hunters
•

Brand Loyalists
•

Say price is the main
influence on buying
decisions

•

Regularly buy products
when on sale

•

Skew to female

•

•

Think full priced
products/services are
better quality than
discounted ones
Believe brands lose
their allure by offering
discounts too often

Connoisseurs
•

Think quality is more
important than price

•

Prepared to pay more
for products that are
tailored to their needs

•

Skew to male

Skew to male

The generations
5m

To better understand the complex factors
affecting buying behaviour, we analysed the
consumers in our survey from a variety of
perspectives, including generational cohort,
channel preference and shopping behaviour.
To do so, we applied the same four behavioural
segments originally explored in Retail Insights
Edition 31:

1.8m

5.3m

4.8m
$897

$1,280

$1,052

$310

2.3m

$554

1. Researchers: These are the shoppers most
likely to showroom, visiting multiple channels
and outlets to compare prices and features
before making a decision.
2. Bargain Hunters: Strongly attracted to sales,
many of these shoppers say price is the main
influence on their buying decisions.

Gen Z
16-21

3. B
 rand Loyalists: Rather than chasing the
lowest possible price, these shoppers believe
full priced products are generally better
quality than discounted ones.
4. Connoisseurs: These shoppers are willing
to pay more for quality or convenience,
making them valuable and loyal customers —
provided you can attract them.

Size of population2

Gen Y
22-35

Gen X
36-50

Baby Boomers
51-70

Pre-Boomers
Over 70

Weekly income3

Retail Insights 3 (www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/business/pds/retail-insights-report-edition-3.pdf)
ABS 3101.0 Australian Demographic Statistics, ‘Table 59: Estimated Resident Population by Single Year of Age, Australia’, June 2016.
3
Roy Morgan Research, Average Personal Income of Australians aged 14+. 12 months to June 2017.
1

2
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Generation Z
Fresh faced and tech-savvy, Gen Z as are the
consummate digital natives. For Gen Z, online
activities are an integral part of everyday life, not
something apart. But just because they were
born into the digital age, doesn’t mean they are
uninterested in experiences IRL (in real life) —
just the reverse.
Although they make one in three purchases
online, Gen Z consumers also express a stronger
preference for real-world shopping than either
Gen X or Gen Y, with 54% saying they prefer to
visit a bricks and mortar store over an online
channel. They are also among the generations
most likely to say that hosted activities and
events lead them to spend more money in-store
(46%).
Above all, Gen Z consumers are attracted by a
seamless shopping experience that integrates
their online and offline lives. That’s why they’re
drawn to retail destinations that offer virtual
kiosks (80%) and apps to help them browse and
find what they’re looking for (81%). They also say
that the single most powerful thing retailers can
do to make them buy in-store is to match online
prices (59%).
Because most are either students or just
starting out in the workforce, Gen Z includes a
high proportion of Bargain Hunters (37%) and
Researchers (24%). And while they may be the
Instagram generation, Gen Z shoppers are far
from brand obsessed, with just 6% identifying
as Brand Loyalists. As a result, quality and price
are the biggest drivers in their buying behaviour,
with 67% saying price is the main influence on
their shopping decisions.

Behavioural segments*

Channel preferences

24%

37%

6%

33%

23%

23%

54%

Researcher

Bargain
Hunter

Brand
Loyalist

Connoisseur

Online

No Preference

In-store

Key factors for in-store experience

Online purchases
•

Average online purchases by
volume: 33%

•

Forecast growth in online purchases in
next 12 months: 10%

•

Forecast growth in mobile purchases as
a proportion of online sales in next 12
months: 6%

Compared to the average for all factors
•

Helpful and knowledgeable shop
assistants: +18%

•

Better in-store layout: +18%

•

In-store Wi-Fi: +10%

The buying decision

Attractions at shopping destinations

•

Love shopping: 38%

•

•

Regularly buy products when
they are on sale: 79%

A wide range of cafes, restaurants,
bars and food: 95%

•

•

Say price is the main influence on their
shopping decisions: 67%

Mobile/tablet app so I can easily browse
and locate stores: 81%

•

Virtual kiosks/interactive devices
provided by shopping centre: 80%

*Small sample sizes, indicative only.
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Generation Y
Coming of age in step with the Internet,
Gen Y consumers have embraced technology
enthusiastically, with 34% of purchases made via
electronic devices, a higher proportion than any
other generation. Gen Ys love the convenience
of online channels, and are the generation most
likely to use them for routine purchases such as
groceries (with 23% having made a purchase in
the last three months), homewares (13%) and
beauty products (20%).
But while they often go online in pursuit of
promotions and offers (45%), Gen Ys are one
of the generations least likely to be driven by
price alone. Financially independent, Gen Y is
less likely to be raising children or (increasingly)
paying off a mortgage than older generations,
so they are freer, to some extent, of the cost
pressures of the generations above and below
them. As a result, they include one of the lowest
proportions of Bargain Hunters (35%),
with 55% saying quality is more important to
them than price.
Above all, Gen Ys are the generation most
likely to be attracted by experiences — from
cultural events (with 76% saying they would
be attracted to a shopping destination by an
event), to familiy activities (72%) and celebrity
appearances (67%). Yet, like Gen Zs, they also
like to integrate technology into their real-world
shopping experiences, with 78% drawn by kiosks
and browsing devices and 77% by in-store Wi-Fi.

Behavioural segments*

Channel preferences

22%

35%

10%

33%

24%

28%

48%

Researcher

Bargain
Hunter

Brand
Loyalist

Connoisseur

Online

No Preference

In-store

Key factors for in-store experience

Online purchases
•

Average online purchases by
volume: 34%

•

Forecast growth in online purchases in
next 12 months: 5%

•

Forecast growth in mobile purchases as
a proportion of online sales in next 12
months: 3%

Compared to the average for all factors
•

Helpful and knowledgeable shop
assistants: +19%

•

Better in-store layout: +19%

•

In-store kiosks and devices: +7%

The buying decision

Attractions at shopping destinations

•

Love shopping: 29%

•

•

Like to spend a lot of time researching
before buying products: 65%

A wide range of cafes, restaurants,
bars and food: 92%

•

Artisan/handicraft/food markets: 83%

•

Say quality is more important to
them than price: 55%

•

Virtual kiosks/interactive devices
provided by shopping centre: 81%

*Small sample sizes, indicative only.
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Generation X
Raising families and paying off mortgages, Gen
Xs are in the busiest phase of life. As a result,
they are often cost-conscious and time-poor.
Yet that doesn’t mean they are immune to a little
retail therapy — as long as it provides tangible
value and offers the experiences they and their
families crave.
Among the generations, Gen X includes the
highest proportion of Bargain Hunters (43%),
with 59% saying price is the main influence
on their shopping decisions and 76% regularly
buying on sale. Sixty-five per cent say they
regularly do research before making a purchase,
most frequently by browsing online (46%).
Forty-three per cent also browse in-store, with
many going online to purchase, most often in
search of a better price (38%).
But while Gen Xers are drawn to the cost savings
of shopping online, they are similar to Gen
Ys and Gen Zs in their attraction to shopping
destinations that offer unique experiences,
especially those the whole family can enjoy.
In particular, they like places where they can
eat, drink and relax (90%), visit pop-up stores
with distinctive products (76%), or relax while
browsing artisanal products and food markets
(73%).

Behavioural segments*

Channel preferences

24%

43%

7%

26%

22%

27%

51%

Researcher

Bargain
Hunter

Brand
Loyalist

Connoisseur

Online

No Preference

In-store

Key factors for in-store experience

Online purchases
•

Average online purchases by
volume: 29%

•

Forecast growth in online purchases in
next 12 months: 11%

•

Forecast growth in mobile purchases as
a proportion of online sales in next 12
months: 7%

Compared to the average for all factors
•

Helpful and knowledgeable shop
assistants: +25%

•

Better in-store layout: +23%

•

In-store kiosks and devices: +8%

The buying decision

Attractions at shopping destinations

•

Love shopping: 20%

•

•

Regularly buy products when they
are on sale: 76%

A wide range of cafes, restaurants,
bars and food: 90%

•

•

Say price is the main influence on their
shopping decisions: 59%

A variety of pop up stores that provide
distinctive products for a short time: 76%

•

Virtual kiosks/interactive devices
provided by shopping centre: 74%

*Small sample sizes, indicative only.
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Baby
Boomers
For many Baby Boomers, life is good. Whether
at peak earning capacity or winding down
to retirement, they are likely to have largely
finished the hard work of raising children. As a
result, many are financially comfortable, with the
freedom to indulge themselves by spending on
the things they enjoy.
Baby Boomers are the generation most likely
to be Connoisseurs (40%) and least likely to be
Bargain Hunters (34%), with 56% saying they
prioritise quality over price. Yet only 12% say they
love shopping for shopping’s sake. Instead, they
are most likely to be attracted to destinations
that offer cafes, restaurants and bars where they
can socialise (92%) or markets they can browse
(73%).

Edition 5

Behavioural segments*

Channel preferences

17%

34%

9%

40%

7%

22%

71%

Researcher

Bargain
Hunter

Brand
Loyalist

Connoisseur

Online

No Preference

In-store

Key factors for in-store experience

Online purchases

Compared to the average for all factors

•

Average online purchases by
volume: 17%

•

Forecast growth in online purchases in
next 12 months: 10%

Unlike younger generations, Baby Boomers
are less likely to be drawn by in-store events
and attractions, and more by the quality of the
overall experience itself. While personalised
service is important to all generations, it can
be particularly in critical in motivating Baby
Boomers to buy. Asked how retailers could
persuade them to buy in-store rather than
online, Baby Boomers were more likely than
younger generations to cite helpful shop
assistants (38%, including 47% of Baby Boomer
Connoisseurs).

•

Forecast growth in mobile purchases as
a proportion of online sales in next 12
months: 11%

•

Love shopping: 12%

•

Nonetheless, Baby Boomers are also
increasingly attracted by the convenience and
potential cost savings of online shopping. That
makes it important for retailers to match online
prices in their physical stores (cited as a key
factor in purchasing decisions by 59% of Baby
Boomers, including 46% of Connoisseurs) and
support an omnichannel purchasing journey to
forestall showrooming.

•

Say quality is more important to
them than price: 56%

A wide range of cafes, restaurants,
bars and food: 92%

•

Artisan/handicraft/food markets: 73%

•

Like to spend a lot of time researching
before buying products: 51%

•

A variety of pop up stores that provide
distinctive products for a short time: 68%

•

Helpful and knowledgeable shop
assistants: +38%

•

Better in-store layout: +33%

•

In-store kiosks and devices: +15%

The buying decision

Attractions at shopping destinations

*Small sample sizes, indicative only.
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PreBoomers
Now aged 70 and over, Pre-Boomers have long
been the group most likely to prefer the real to
the virtual, with three in four preferring to shop
in-store. Yet that doesn’t mean they are unwilling
to move with the times. Pre-Boomers are
increasingly discovering the benefits of digital
channels, with the highest forecast growth
in online purchases (by volume) of any
generation (18%).
Price has been a key factor in their new embrace
of online shopping, with 44% saying they can
get better prices online, including 65% of
Pre-Boomer Researchers. Given that around
nine out of 10 are already retired, Pre-Boomers
are understandably careful to manage their
spending, so cost is a major influence on their
shopping decisions (cited by 57%), while two in
three regularly buy on sale.

Edition 5

Behavioural segments*

16%

38%

11%

35%

5%

19%

76%

Researcher

Bargain
Hunter

Brand
Loyalist

Connoisseur

Online

No Preference

In-store

J erry Macey, National Manager, Retail Industry, Business and
Private Banking, Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Key factors for in-store experience

Online purchases
•

Average online purchases by
volume: 12%

•

Forecast growth in online purchases in
next 12 months: 18%

•

Forecast growth in mobile purchases as
a proportion of online sales in next 12
months: 4%

Yet Pre-Boomers also continue to value retailers
who can offer a rewarding and personalised
shopping experience. Asked what would
persuade them to buy in-store rather than
online, 48% said helpful and knowledgeable
staff, while 40% want a fast and easy check-out
process.

“For retailers, it isn’t enough
to simply target a particular
age group. You also need to
understand how different
segments within each generation
behave, then find the best way to
reach them and capture
their attention.”

Channel preferences

Compared to the average for all factors
•

Helpful and knowledgeable shop
assistants: +44%

•

Better in-store layout: +42%

•

In-store kiosks and devices: +16%

The buying decision

Attractions at shopping destinations

•

Love shopping: 16%

•

•

Regularly buy products when they
are on sale: 68%

A wide range of cafes, restaurants,
bars and food: 87%

•

Cultural activities and events: 62%

•

Say price is the main influence on their
shopping decisions: 57%

•

Artisan/handicraft/food markets: 61%

•

Say quality is more important to them
than price: 57%

*Small sample sizes, indicative only.
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Expert view:
Understanding
Generation Y and Z

Edition 5

Neil Bishop is an Executive Manager of Customer Experience and Retail Strategy at
CommBank. He has spent years analysing customer data to gain key insights into the
preferences and shopping behaviours of Generation Y and Z consumers. We asked him to
share his insights.

How have your views of younger generations been shaped?

We are fortunate within the retail bank at CommBank to have a large proportion of
Gen Ys and Gen Zs that bank with us. This is a strong position to be in, and one we value.
With our business partners, we have made it a priority to understand them and their
evolving needs.
Much of our work in understanding the younger generations has been focussed on their
evolving ways of engaging with each other, and with organisations. Our research aims
to get to the core of what is actually shaping their perceptions of the world and how we
can continue to meet their needs in a relevant way, and engage with them in an effective
manner.

What are the key factors influencing how Gen Y and Gen Z
see the world?

As with each generation, there are a number of factors that are working to influence the
younger generations. At a higher level, it is important to consider the broad themes that
are in play at a global and Australian level.
For example, at a global level, understanding the technology trends that are changing
the way customers are engaging with each other and businesses, and how it is shaping
the experience they are expecting when the shop online or in store. New and existing
competitors will continue to enhance the experience they offer customers, in many cases
by using enhanced technology, which will in turn lift expectations of consumers.
It should come as no surprise that more people than ever before are connected online,
and using multiple devices to connect. The Apple iPhoneTM was launched 10 years ago,
and many of the younger generation would have had a smartphone as their first device.
This coincides with a time where social media has become much more prevalent, along
with online shopping. And the number of people and businesses connected to the
internet around the world is at its highest level.
Apple and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc, registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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Within Australia, for example, there are now 86% of households connected to the
internet, and this number climbs to 97% where the household has children under the age
of 15 (according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics4). The combination of these factors
is providing more choice for customers, and many more businesses with which they can
engage, further shaping their expectations of service and experience.
At a more local level, there are also important factors to consider. For example,
the stronger Australian dollar (relative to the turn of the early 2000s when it was under
$0.50) along with cheaper international airfares is having a positive impact on the level
of global travel by younger generations.
By considering these global and local trends we can get a better sense of how younger
generations will want to engage with us, and what is important to them. And in turn,
what they will want us to support them with.

Do you think this matters for Australian businesses?

By 2030 it’s expected Gen Ys will represent the largest source of income and consumer
spending, earning two out of every three dollars in Australia. In addition to becoming the
biggest earning group, Gen Ys are also set to inherit significant wealth, further changing
the dynamic of future consumer spending.
Our Connected Future Report5 noted that rapid digital disruption, increased global
connectivity and the emergence of artificial intelligence are converging to reshape the
business landscape. Labour mobility is high, with 950,300 Australians changing jobs in
the last 12 months, and 54% of these changing industry. Baby Boomers comprise 25% of
today’s workforce, however as they are reaching retirement, they will be just 8% of the
workforce in 2025, when Gen Y and Z will make up 64% of workers. With the increased
casualisation of the workforce and high job mobility, it is estimated that Gen Zs will have
17 jobs across 5 careers in their lifetime.
We can also see that the younger generations want to associate with brands and products
that have a strong alignment to their beliefs or passions. This is especially strong where
companies are delivering tangible benefits for a cause they believe in. At CommBank,
for example, we can see this within the investment industry. A report by Deloitte6, found
that 87% of Gen Ys believe that business success should be measured by more than
just financial performance. Many feel how they invest is a way to express their values,
which could see financial investments become more aligned with social, political and
environmental factors.
It is certainly important to consider the needs of the younger generations. Many of
the online and in-store experiences that are created for the younger generations will
transcend to other generations as well, and shape the experiences of earlier generations.
We need to continually consider how we improve the experience we are offering, and the
way we are engaging with our customers.

ABS report (www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/8146.0)
Connected Future Report (www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/caas/newsroom/docs/170613_CommBank%20Connected%20Future%20
Report%20-%20FINAL.pdf)
6
Deloitte Report (www.commbank.com.au/guidance/investing/millennials-set-to-change-the-investment-landscape-201706.html;
www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/about-deloitte/articles/gx-millennials-shifting-business-purpose.html)
4
5
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The experience gap
Overcoming the lure of convenience
Creating a compelling experience in-store and online is the key to attracting more
customer visits and increasing spending. But where should retailers be focusing
their investment to have the greatest impact?
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When
global
becomes
local
The growing ubiquity of online shopping across
generations isn’t the only way shopping habits
have changed. Faced with a proliferation of
shopping opportunities and more choice than
ever before, consumers are increasingly opting
for the convenience of proximity — even when
their nearest outlet is a digital shopfront for a
store half a world away.
When we asked consumers how their shopping
habits had changed over the last two years,
they consistently indicated that they were
turning away from regional centres and discount
malls, and towards local shops and online
alternatives. Some of the largest changes were
in Generations X and Y, with the proportion of
Gen Xs visiting large regional centres dropping
by a net 25%, while one in five have increased
visits to online retail shopfronts.
Yet there were also significant shifts in spending
patterns among the older generations —
including a net 19% dip in the proportion
of Baby Boomers patronising suburban
shopping centres.

Edition 5

Who’s going where?

Change in frequency of visiting shopping destinations over the last two years
(net increase or decrease: those shopping more often minus those shopping less often)

Gen
Z

Gen
Y

Gen
X

Baby
Boomers

PreBoomers

Online directly through own website

37%

17%

21%

5%

2%

Online through an aggregator website

37%

18%

17%

4%

1%

Local shops

28%

15%

16%

14%

14%

Local shopping centre

33%

17%

11%

15%

15%

Your local city/town centre

32%

15%

7%

5%

0%

Large regional shopping centre

22%

2%

-25%

-3%

-14%

Discount shopping centre/outlet mall

7%

-2%

-6%

-13%

-9%

Markets (artisan/handcraft, etc.)

6%

2%

-11%

-13%

-17%

Suburban shopping strips

6%

-5%

-13%

-19%

-15%

“Our research suggests that more helpful staff and better store layouts are critical factors
in converting browsers to buyers across all generations. Retailers looking to overcome
the lure of online convenience, may want to consider investing in both.”
J erry Macey, National Manager, Retail Industry, Business and Private Banking, Commonwealth Bank of Australia
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Driving
customer
engagement
in-store
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The impact of innovative and engaging technology

If a retailer introduced innovative technology in-store, how likely would you be to visit more or spend more?

71%

Gen Z
16-21

60%

Gen Y
22-35

53%

Gen X
36-50

44%

Baby Boomers
51-70
With so many new technologies coming on
stream, where should retailers invest to have
the biggest impact on customer engagement
and sales? The answer depends on which
generations and customer segments you’re
seeking to target.
Our consumer survey suggests that innovative
in-store technology could offer a significant
return on investment among younger
demographics and even Baby Boomers.
Information kiosks, mobile tablets for shop
assistants, downloadable apps for in-store
navigation, or interactive and augmented reality
technologies can all help to create a more
engaging and memorable customer experience.
Together, innovations like these have the
potential to increase customer visits by 71% of
Gen Zs and 62% of Gen Ys, leading more than
one in two shoppers in those generations to
spend more.
In-store activities, events and celebrity
appearances can also be an effective tactic,
particularly for retailers aiming to attract the
experience-hungry younger cohorts. More than
50% of Gen Zs and Gen Ys indicated that they
would visit a store more often if it hosted events,
while one in three Baby Boomers and one in five
Pre-Boomers said in-store events would lead
them to spend more.

37%

Pre-Boomers
Over 70

23%

62%

54%

46%

30%

The impact of activities and events

If a retailer hosted activities and events, how likely would you be to visit more or spend more?

Gen Z
16-21

46%

Gen Y
22-35

48%

Gen X
36-50

42%

55%

46%

35%

Baby Boomers
51-70

33%

Pre-Boomers
Over 70

Visit the store more often

53%

20%

25%

Spend more money in-store
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Experience
gaps
Nonetheless, our survey reveals some significant
gaps between the areas where retailers are
investing and those which consumers say will
have the biggest impact on their behaviour.
For example, while 91% of shoppers say that
better trained, more helpful shop assistants will
encourage them to buy in-store, only seven out
of 10 retailers are investing in staff development
— a gap of 20%.
Similarly, around three in four customers say
they would be attracted by information kiosks
and in-store devices, yet just 33% of retailers are
investing in them, a 40% gap. Other large gaps
include downloadable apps (22%), interactive
displays (30%), interactive technologies (30%),
and stores within stores (44%).
Some of the largest experience gaps were in
the Clothing & Footwear sector, where 61% of
retailers saw staff training as a priority versus
91% of customers, a gap of 30%. Similarly, only
48% of Clothing & Footwear retailers were
investing in mobile payment options, while 68%
of customers saw them as important, a 20% gap.

Edition 5

The impact of innovative and engaging technology

The percentage of retailers investing in each area, versus the percentage of customers who indicated it would lead them to visit
more often or spend more.

Customer Expectations

Retailers Focus

91%

Better trained, more
helpful shop assistants

89%

Better in-store layout
Information kiosks/devices
in-store for customers to use

73%
70%

In-store technology for
shop assistants to use

70%

Store-within-a-store/
shop-in-shop

65%

Easy accesible Wi-Fi
provided in-store

63%

Range of mobile payment
options for fast check out

63%

In-store activities
and experiences

58%

Interactive window displays

57%

Apps for customers
to download

53%

In-store VR/AR/
Interactive technology

48%

Personalised messages
when in-store/ near the store

48%

In-store events

40%

In-store social media walls

71%
84%
33%
59%
26%
50%
61%
57%
28%
35%
24%
50%
41%
32%
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The benefits
of investing
strategically
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Improving the in-store experience

Have these changes had a positive impact on your business?

Better staff
recruitment
and
training

Better
store
lay-out

In-store
technology
for shop
assistants*

In-store
experiences,
events and
activities

For businesses who can get the in-store
experience right, the benefits can be sizeable.
When we asked retailers to rate the outcomes
of their improvement initiatives, they were
overwhelmingly positive, with a majority
indicating they had generated increased
customer spending, more visits, and greater
time spent in-store. The most dramatic
results came from simply investing in staff
recruitment and training: 64% said improved
staff performance had led customers to spend
more, while 56% had seen an uplift in customer
visits and 74% had experienced an increase in
recommendations.

Customers spend more

64%

57%

59%

55%

Customers visit more often

56%

59%

18%

58%

Customers linger longer

53%

62%

36%

68%

Customers more likely to
recommend

74%

51%

18%

32%

Customers likely to visit/
purchase through website

12%

14%

32%

13%

Better store layouts and in-house activities were
also highly effective for driving customer visits.
In-store technology for shop assistants proved a
helpful tactic for one in three retailers seeking to
increase online sales, with assistants modelling
the search and purchasing process for shoppers
to replicate at home.

Customers more likely to
write posts on social media

35%

24%

9%

35%

“The good news for retailers is that focusing of a few key areas can
still have a relatively large impact. For example, investing time
in extra staff training is likely to deliver a sizeable return, both in
spending and improved word-of-mouth.”
J erry Macey, National Manager, Retail Industry, Business and Private Banking, Commonwealth Bank of Australia
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Sector insights
Focusing on four leading retail sectors
While Food & Liquor stores are enhancing the in-store experience and
Homes & Hardware retailers are investing in staff training, the fashion
sector could be doing more to meet rising customer expectations.
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Food & Liquor

1 in 2
Offer free delivery for
online purchases

Outlook

Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Confidence remains steady across
the Food & Liquor sector, with
one in three businesses expecting
conditions to pick up in the next 12
months – a similar number to our
last survey.

H1 2017

Channel strategy

Strategies to increase online sales

Food & Liquor retailers have
benefitted from the largest uplift in
foot traffic of any sector over the
last year, with 62% saying traffic
has increased. As a result, 44% are
planning to increase the number
of bricks and mortar stores. Larger
retailers have also been successful
in generating more sales online,
with the overall volume of online
sales increasing to 18%. Retailers are
strongly focused on improving the
purchasing process and delivery to
continue the trend.

Free delivery 51%

increase 44%

Fast and easy checkout 48%

no change 44%

Choose time of delivery 45%

decrease 12%

Customer experience

Investment focus

Food & Liquor retailers are leading
the way in enhancing their in-store
experience. While staff development
and improved store layout have
had the most positive impact, many
are also embracing better backoffice technology (75%) and greater
flexibility with payment options
(74%).

Enhanced in-store lay-out: 86%

H2 2017

35% improve

34% improve

48% stay the same

47% stay the same

17% decline

19% decline
Planned change in store numbers (2017)

Multichannel retailers generate 18% of
sales by volume from online orders*
*Small sample size, indicative only.

Better back-office technology: 75%
Wider range of mobile payment options: 74%
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Clothing & Footwear

89%
are investing in
better store layouts

Outlook

Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Confidence amongst Clothing
& Footwear retailers continues to
decline, with bricks and mortar
stores forecasting falling revenues.
Only around one in four retailers
foresee an improvement in business
conditions over the next 12 months.

H1 2017

Channel strategy

Strategies to increase online sales

In a difficult market, Clothing &
Footwear retailers are consolidating,
with one in five planning to close
stores over the next 12 months, while
another 53% expect store numbers to
remain the same. Many are focused
on driving sales online by making it
easier to find and compare products,
with detailed item descriptions (48%)
and better quality images (40%).

Detailed product descriptions 48%

increase 27%

Fast and easy checkout 45%

no change 53%

Better product quality images 40%

decrease 20%

Customer experience

Investment focus

Clothing & Footwear retailers have
some of the largest gaps between
customer expectations and retailer
initiatives, including stores within
stores (61% gap), information kiosks
(59%) and interactive displays (44%).

Enhanced in-store lay-out: 89%

H2 2017

30% improve

27% improve

51% stay the same

52% stay the same

19% decline

21% decline
Planned change in store numbers (2017)

Multichannel retailers generate 31% of
sales by volume from online orders*
*Small sample size, indicative only.

Staff recruitment and training: 61%
Back office technology: 54%
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Homewares & Hardware

40%
are planning to increase
store numbers in the
next 12 months

Outlook

Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Declining confidence among
Homewares & Hardware retailers
has been driven largely by bricks
and mortar only operators, with the
proportion of businesses expecting
an improvement in conditions in the
next 12 months falling six percentage
points since June 2017.

H1 2017

Channel strategy

Strategies to increase online sales

Larger multichannel retailers are
looking to expand their networks,
increasing the pressure on smaller
independents, with only 9% of
Homewares & Hardware retailers
forecasting a decrease in store
numbers. Many are also working
to boost online sales, particularly
by enhancing product images and
specifications (50%).

Detailed product descriptions 50%

increase 40%

Fast and easy checkout 45%

no change 51%

Free delivery 42%

decrease 9%

Customer experience

Investment focus

Investments in staff training
(79%) and in-store technology for
shop assistants (70%) are paying
off for Homewares & Hardware
retailers, whose customers
expect personalised support from
knowledgeable staff in-store.

Enhanced in-store lay-out: 87%

Edition 5

H2 2017

39% improve

33% improve

46% stay the same

51% stay the same

15% decline

16% decline

Planned change in store numbers (2017)

18% of sales by volume are generated
from online orders

Staff recruitment and training: 79%
In-store technology for shop assistants: 70%
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Other retail

30%
of sales by volume are
generated from
online orders

Outlook

Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

The Other Retail sector includes a
range of categories highly dependent
on discretionary consumption,
including bookshops, music,
entertainment and recreational
goods. Confidence has edged higher
among retailers in this sector, with
one in three anticipating improving
business conditions in the year ahead
and fewer than one in five expecting
them to decline.

H1 2017

Channel strategy

Strategies to increase online sales

At 30%, the Other Retail sector
has one of the highest proportions
of online sales of any category,
including sales of music games,
books and other media. Businesses
are also continuing to invest in the
online experience. Meanwhile, in
response to steady or increasing foot
traffic, most businesses with bricks
and mortars stores say they plan to
keep store numbers and footprints
stable, including 94%* of recreation
and leisure goods retailers and 93%*
of books, gaming and media stores.

Detailed product descriptions 49%

increase 22%

Fast and easy checkout 41%

no change 72%

Easy navigation/search options 36%

decrease 6%

H2 2017

31% improve

33% improve

44% stay the same

48% stay the same

25% decline

18% decline

Planned change in store numbers (2017)

30% of sales by volume are generated
from online orders

*Small sample size, indicative only.
Customer experience

Investment focus

Retailers in this sector are most
susceptible to customers researching
in-store, but buying online. Stores
are working to counter this trend
by enhancing their layout (77%)
and investing in training (69%) and
technology for staff (56%).

Enhanced in-store lay-out: 77%
Staff recruitment and training: 69%
In-store technology for shop assistants: 56%
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Talk to us
Visit www.commbank.com.au/retailinsights
Call 13 19 98 to access Australian-based Business Banking Specialists around the clock.

Things you should know: This report is published solely for information purposes. As this report has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs, you should before acting on the information in this report, consider
its appropriateness to your circumstances and if necessary seek the appropriate professional advice. The information in this report is based on a survey of 506 decision-makers from small, medium and large retailers across Australia, with turnover
ranging from less than $1 million to over $500 million, and from a survey of 1,531 consumers in July 2017, carried out by ACA Research on behalf of the Commonwealth Bank. Any opinions, views of contributors, conclusions or recommendations are
reasonably held or made, based on the information available at the time of this report’s compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement
made in this report. All analysis and views of future market conditions are solely those of the CommBank. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124. AFSL and Australian credit license 234945.

